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with two components, for example, it is possible that the Magic Sets trans-formed program combines the two into a single component and the resultantprogram may not even be monotonic. (For the same reason that the MagicSets transformation of a strati�ed program may be non-strati�ed.) Oneway to evaluate the program would be to put the components into separate\modules" and use Magic rewriting only within a module, treating predi-cate de�ned outside the module as database predicates; a call mechanism(as in Coral [13]) can be used to evaluate inter-module queries. In fact, wecan show that techniques used for evaluating the Magic Sets transformationof strati�ed programs can be used (essentially unchanged) to evaluate theMagic Sets transformation of left-to-right monotonic programs.A �nal point to note is that, since Magic Sets transformations are usedto mimic top-down evaluation strategies, the results of this section are alsoapplicable to memoing, top-down strategies for evaluating monotonic pro-grams.7 ConclusionsWe examined the issue of e�cient evaluation of queries with aggregate func-tions. Our techniques can be used for non-recursive view maintenance andtriggers as well as queries on monotonic programs with recursive aggregates.Many of the techniques described for monotonic programs with recursive ag-gregates have been implemented in the Coral deductive database system [13];incremental insertions are handled, but incremental deletion, replacementand monotonic-replacement need to be incorporated.AcknowledgementsWe wish to thank Shaul Dar whose careful reading of an earlier version of thepaper considerably improved the presentation of this paper. The research ofRaghu Ramakrishnan was supported by a David and Lucile Packard Foun-dation Fellowship in Science and Engineering, a Presidential Young Investi-gator Award with matching grants from DEC, Tandem and Xerox, and NSFgrant IRI-9011563. The research of Kenneth Ross was supported by NSFgrant IRI-9209029, by a grant from the AT&T Foundation, and by a Davidand Lucile Packard Foundation Fellowship in Science and Engineering.References[1] N. Arni, K. Ong, S. Tsur, and C. Zaniolo. The LDL++ system: Rationale,technology and applications. (Submitted), 1993.[2] I. Balbin, G. S. Port, K. Ramamohanarao, and K. Meenakshi. E�cient bottom-up computation of queries on strati�ed databases. Journal of Logic Program-ming. To Appear.



not have this problem. We refer to these programs as left-to-right mono-tonic programs, and show that the corresponding Magic Sets transformedprograms are monotonic; details are omitted here because of space consid-erations.A second problem arises if the sip strategy binds cost arguments of pred-icates. Such a sip strategy could result in a Magic Sets transformed programwith the rule:7p(X;C) : �m p(X;C); p1(X;C):where both p and p1 are de�ned in the original program to have cost ar-guments. This rule would make the transformed program non-monotonic,even if the original program is monotonic, whether the second argument ofthe predicate m p is de�ned to be a cost argument or not. This problemcan be avoided if the Magic Sets transformation considers only sip strategiesthat do not bind cost arguments of predicates. We call such sip strategiesas cost-restricted sip strategies.The main result of this section is the following:Theorem 6.1 Consider a left-to-right monotonic program component P .Let MP be the Magic Sets transformation of P using left-to-right cost-restricted sip strategies. Then, MP is a left-to-right monotonic programcomponent, and is equivalent to P w.r.t. the query predicate. 2The equivalence of P and MP (w.r.t. the query predicate) can be provedby showing that any complete computation of MP can be transformed to a\query-complete" computation of P , i.e., no extension of this computationcan derive any more answers to the query, even though it may derive othernew facts. The proofs of correctness for Magic Sets presented in [?] usethe concept of proof trees to show that every \relevant" fact is derived.In the context of monotonic programs, not every \relevant" fact may bederived; the use of Magic Sets can reorder the computation and result in someintermediate facts not being derived, much like in the example presented inSection 4.2.1. However, our proofs use the fact that complete computationsare closed under the I+ operator to show that even if a \relevant" fact isabsent, a fact \better" than it will be present. The �xpoint formulation ofthe semantics is much more procedural than our formulation, and showingthe above result would therefore be much harder if we used the �xpointformulation. Thus our reformulation of the monotonic semantics is the keyto our proof of correctness of Magic Sets rewriting for monotonic programs.Recall that monotonic semantics is de�ned for individual componentsof a program containing aggregation; the semantics of a multi-componentprogram is then de�ned in a component-by-component fashion. However,Magic Sets transformations do not \preserve" components; given a program7The original rule can be obtained by deleting the m p(X;C) literal in the rule body.



form of control to ensure that a derived fact does not need to be replacedby a \better" fact subsequently in the derivation.Koestler et al. [?] have independently proposed a di�erential �xpointoperator that applies to a variant of monotonic programs. However, theirformalism does not allow explicit aggregates. They allow the user to specifya \subsumption" meta-predicate and evaluate an aggregate-free program byeliminating tuples that are subsumed by previously derived tuples. Whilethis approach can simulate min and max aggregate functions, it does notgeneralize to more general aggregate functions.6 Magic Sets: Adding Goal Directed BehaviorOne of the main optimizations performed by a bottom-up evaluation is thespecialization of the program with respect to the query so that the evaluationwill generate only facts that are in some way \relevant" to answering thequery. A common specialization technique is the Magic Sets transformation,which is used to imitate top-down evaluations using bottom-up evaluation.After the transformation has been performed, bottom-up techniques can beapplied to evaluate the transformed program. We assume familiarity withthe Magic Sets transformation, and refer the reader to [?] for more details.Magic Sets transformations use sideways information passing (sip) strate-gies to propagate bindings. Intuitively, for a rule of a program, a sip strategyrepresents a decision about the order in which the literals of the rule bodyare to be evaluated. If arbitrary sip strategies are used, the Magic Setstransformation of a monotonic program may not be monotonic. Using ex-amples, we outline the problems with the use of arbitrary sip strategies. Wethen describe the restrictions under which the Magic Sets transformation ofa monotonic program preserves monotonicity.Consider, for example, the company controls program with the followingadditional rule:controls(X; Y ) : � groupby(cv(X;Z; Y;N); [X;Y ]; S =sumhNi); S < 0:3; controls(Y;X); false:where false is a predicate that is always de�ned to fail. The resultingprogram is still monotonic because this rule cannot be used to compute anyfacts. Given a query of the form ? controls(c1; c2), if a left-to-right sipstrategy is used, one of the rules in the Magic Sets transformed program is:m controls(Y;X) : � m controls(X; Y ); groupby(cv(X;Z; Y;N); [X; Y ]; S =sumhNi); S < 0:3:This rule is not monotonic, and the presence of this rule makes the MagicSets rewritten program non-monotonic.We can de�ne a sub-class of monotonic programs in a fashion similar tothe de�nition of left-to-right modularly strati�ed programs [15], which does



are derived, each in a separate iteration. Correspondingly, factscv1(0; n; 1=2n); cv1(0; n; 2=2n); cv1(0; n; 3=2n); : : : ; cv1(0; n; (n� 1)=2n)are derived, and �nally a fact cv1(0; n; (n + 1)=2n) is derived. Using theevaluation strategy of [16], the cost of computing cv1(0; n; i=2n); 1 � i �(n� 1), would require computing the sum of i numbers which has cost �(i).Hence, the total cost of computing facts of the form cv1(0; n; ) would be�(n2).The incremental evaluation makes use of the fact that cv1(0; n; (i�1)=2n)can be updated to cv1(0; n; i=2n) in constant time, instead of recomputingthe aggregate function from scratch. Thus, the total cost of computing factsof the form cv1(0; n; ) is only O(n), as is the total cost of the incremen-tal evaluation procedure. The use of incremental aggregates results in areduction of the asymptotic time complexity.Further, the incremental evaluation is similar to Semi-Naive evaluationin that it does not repeat any derivation steps. 2Note that our optimization can only reduce the number of arithmeticoperations performed, and therefore cannot do worse than the �xpoint eval-uation.Variants of Semi-Naive evaluation, such as Predicate Semi-Naive (PSN)evaluation [11] can also be used to further optimize the incremental evalu-ation of monotonic programs. However, since PSN evaluation changes theorder in which facts are derived, the proof of correctness of this optimizationmakes essential use of our reformulation of the monotonic semantics.5.1 Related WorkMumick et al. [7] de�ne a sub-class of monotonic programs, the r-monotonicprograms, where rules with groupby literals in the body cannot have theaggregated value appearing in the head of the rule. The cheapest pathprogram (Example 4.1), for instance, is not r-monotonic. Although thecompany controls program as described in this paper is not r-monotonic,it can be rewritten (by combining the rules de�ning controls and cv1) suchthat it is r-monotonic. Mumick et al. present a bottom-up �xpoint procedureto compute this semantics, and show that the Magic Sets transformationpreserves r-monotonicity.Ganguly et al. [4] de�ne the class of cost-monotonic programs, which haveonly the min and max aggregate functions, and is incomparable with theclas of monotonic programs. For example, the cheapest path program is notcost-monotonic if edges have negative costs, although it is cost-monotonic ifall edges have non-negative costs. If b1(C) (where b1 is a base predicate) wereadded to the body of rule r2 of the cheapest path program (see Example 4.1),the program would still be cost-monotonic (if edges have non-negative costs),but it would no longer be monotonic. Ganguly et al. present an e�cientevaluation procedure for the class of cost-monotonic programs, that uses a



Procedure IncrEvalMonotonic (P,D)Let I = nf(TP (D))Let OldI = ;While (OldI 6= I) fOldI = I ;I = nf(TP (D [ I)) /* TP (D [ I) is computed incrementally as described below*/greturn I; /* The result of the evaluation of P on D */An important point (from e�ciency considerations) is that the evaluationprocedure uses TP (D [ I), not TP (I 0) for all I 0 � D [ I , to make newderivations. The computation of TP (D[I) in the above procedure is carriedout incrementally as follows. We assume that the program is preprocessedas described in Section 3. For rules without groupby literals, Semi-Naiveevaluation [3] is used to perform incremental evaluation. For rules with thegroupby literals, incremental evaluation is done as described in Section 3. Ineach iteration, only those derivation steps are made that were not performedin previous iterations.The normal form of an interpretation can also be maintained incremen-tally during evaluation by means of an \extended subsumption check"; when-ever a fact p(a; c1) is inserted, we check to see if there already exists afact p(a; c2). If there is such a fact and c1 � c2, we discard p(a; c1). Ifc2 � c1 ^ c1 6= c2, we replace p(a; c2) by p(a; c1). Hence, in each iterationof the evaluation, D [ I is cost-consistent. Evaluation terminates when no\new" facts are derived in an iteration.Theorem 5.1 If a program P is monotonic and cost-consistent, incremen-tal evaluation of the program using Procedure IncrEvalMonotonic is sound,i.e., the result of the procedure is contained in the monotonic semantics ofP . Further, the evaluation is complete whenever it terminates, i.e., themonotonic semantics of P is contained in the result of the procedure. 2The proof of soundness basically shows that the evaluation can be mappedto a computation. The idea behind the proof of completeness is to take anevaluation that uses only normal form interpretations in each iteration, andwhich cannot be extended using computations that use normal form interpre-tations, and show that it cannot be extended using arbitrary computationseither.Example 5.1 (Company Controls Program: Revisited) Consideragain the company controls program from Example 1.1, with the samedataset (shown in Figure 1).As the evaluation proceeds, facts of the formcontrols(0; 1); controls(0; 2); : : : ; controls(0; n� 2); controls(0; n� 1)



c;7)g, and fcost(a; b; b; 3); cost(b; c; c; 4); cost(a; c; c; 9);mincost(a; b; 3); mincost(b; c; 4); cost(a; b; c; 7);mincost(a; c; 7); mincost(a; c; 9)g, respectively. Note that the normal formsof the results of these computations are identical, given by the result of com-putation C3. Further, this is the same as the least �xpoint of program CPon database D, described in Example 4.1. 24.3 Using The Reformulated Semantics for OptimizationOur reformulation of the monotonic semantics makes it easier to show thatan optimization technique is correct. In order to prove an optimizationtechnique correct, we now only need show that (a) an evaluation using theoptimized program can be mapped to a computation on the original program(and therefore the optimization is sound), and (b) the evaluation is complete(at least with respect to the query on the program). Part (a) is usuallyeasy to show based on the de�nition of I+; we only need to show thatevery derivation made is correct according to I+. Showing correctness bycomparing each step with the �xpoint formulation would be much moredi�cult.Part (b) is typically a little more complex, but a lot easier than show-ing equivalence with respect to the original formulations of the monotonicsemantics. In particular, we only need show that every derivation that canbe made using the normal form of the result of a computation has indeedbeen made, to show that it is a complete computation. The question \whathappens if I made a change in the order of derivations, and a fact that wasderived earlier is no longer derived?" can now be settled. The monotonicityproperties of I+ guarantee that if the fact derived earlier is not derived withthe change in order of derivations, a fact that is better than it (in the �ordering) will be derived.5 Incremental Evaluation of Monotonic ProgramsIn this section we present an e�cient incremental evaluation technique formonotonic programs, based on the Semi-Naive evaluation technique (see[3], for example). It is straightforward to use rule evaluation techniquesdeveloped for programs with aggregation to de�ne the function TP (I) for anormal form interpretation I . We separate the program into two parts: aset of rules P and a set of facts D, called the database.6The following procedure de�nes our evaluation algorithm for a single pro-gram component. Multi-component programs can be evaluated component-by-component in a straightforward way.6This is in keeping with the convention in deductive database literature, and helpsdistinguish between the (usually small) program and the (potentially very large) database.



Theorem 4.2 ([?]) For each program P , there exists a complete computa-tion of P . Further, if the positive inference rule is derivation monotonic, allcomplete computations of P have the same result (up to equivalence under�). 2De�nition 4.10 (Monotonic Semantics) Given a program P , themono-tonic semantics of program P is de�ned as the normal form of the result ofany complete computation of P . 2Proposition 4.3 For each program P , the monotonic semantics of P iswell-de�ned, i.e., it exists, and is unique.Further, it can be computed using a complete computation, where at eachstep of the computation, I+(R; S) uses only TR(nf(S)), and not TR(S 0) forall cost-consistent S 0 � S. 2 2An interesting part of the proof of the above proposition is that if we useonly the normal form reduction, a fact that can be derived using a rule withother reductions may not be derivable; however, if we consider the programas a whole, the fact, or a \better" fact, will be derivable. This is because theprogram as a whole is required to be monotonic, not necessarily individualrules. Note that the monotonic semantics of a program is unique, not justunique up to equivalence under �.The following result justi�es the use of the term \monotonic semantics"in De�nition 4.10.Theorem 4.4 For any cost-consistent monotonic program P , the mono-tonic semantics (based on De�nition 4.10) and the monotonic semanticsaccording to [16] coincide. 2Example 4.3 (Cheapest Path Program: Computations) Considerthe cheapest path program CP and the database from Example 4.1. Bothcost and mincost have their last arguments as cost arguments with the �ordering given by � over integers. Each of the following are computationsfrom the database D = fedge(a; b; 3); edge(b; c; 4); edge(a; c; 9)g:C1 = (r1; cost(a; b; b; 3)); (r1; cost(b; c; c; 4)).C2 = (r1; cost(a; c; c; 9)); (r3;mincost(a; c; 9)).C3 = (r1; cost(a; b; b; 3)); (r1; cost(b; c; c; 4)); (r3;mincost(a; b; 3)); (r2; cost(a; b; c; 7));(r3; mincost(a; c; 7)); (r3;mincost(b; c; 4)); (r1; cost(a; c; c; 9)).C4 = (r1; cost(a; b; b; 3)); (r1; cost(b; c; c; 4)); (r1; cost(a; c; c; 9)); (r3; mincost(a; b; 3));(r3; mincost(b; c; 4)); (r3;mincost(a; c; 9)); (r2; cost(a; b; c; 7)); (r3;mincost(a; c; 7)).Computations C1 and C2 are not complete computations; computation C3,for example, is an extension of C1 that derives new facts. Both computationsC3 and C4 are complete computations, with results being, fcost(a; b; b; 3);cost(b; c; c; 4); cost(a; c; c; 9);mincost(a; b; 3);mincost(b; c; 4); cost(a; b; c; 7);mincost(a;



De�nition 4.7 (Derivation monotonic)An inference rule I : Rules � Interpretations ! Interpretations is saidto be derivation monotonic if S1 � S2 ) I(R; S1) � I(R; S2). 2Proposition 4.1 Positive inference rule I+ (see De�nition 4.5) is deriva-tion monotonic. 24.2.4 Computations For De�ning SemanticsWe now show how to reformulate the monotonic semantics using I+, thepositive inference rule, following the framework of [?]. The �rst step isto de�ne sequences of derivations, which we call pre-computations; then wede�ne computations, which are pre-computations where each derivation usesthe positive inference rule I+; �nally we de�ne the meaning of program usingthe notion of \complete" computations.De�nition 4.8 (Pre-computations) A pre-computation C is a mappingfrom all ordinals less than some ordinal � to the set of pairs of the form(R; p(a)), where R is a rule of the program, and p(a) is a fact. The ordinal� is the length of the pre-computation.We call each pair in C a step; C(�) denotes step � of C, where � is anordinal less than the length of C. If C(�) = (R; p(a)), we use fact(C(�)) todenote p(a), and rule(C(�)) to denote R. 2If a pre-computation is �nite, it can be simply viewed as a sequenceof pairs of the form (R; p(a)). The above de�nition of pre-computationsis speci�ed in terms of mappings to handle trans�nite pre-computations aswell.De�nition 4.9 (Computation) A pre-computation C is called a com-putation if for each step C(�) = (R; p(a)) in C, p(a) 2 I+(R; S) whereS = S<�ffact(C())g. In other words, the fact p(a) can be derived usingthe inference rule I+, the program rule R and the facts previously derivedin the pre-computation.A computation C1 is said to be a complete computation if there is nocomputation C2 such that (a) C1 is a proper pre�x of C2 and (b) C2 derivesa \new fact", i.e., C2 has a step (R; p(a)) such that p(a) 6� S� fact(C1(�)).2 Complete computations are used as the basis for providing a meaning toprograms. Given a complete computation C, let TC denote S� fact(C(�)),i.e., the collection of all facts computed in C. We call TC the result ofcomputation C for the program P . The key to proving that all completecomputations de�ne the same result (up to equivalence under �) is to showthat concatenations of computations are also computations. This is shownusing the derivation monotonicity property of positive inference rules. Hencewe have the following results:



in the � ordering is present in the meaning of the program. We use a notionvery much like subsumption when de�ning our positive inference rule, toresolve the problem. Further, we consider interpretations that may not becost-consistent, when de�ning the inference rule.De�nition 4.5 (I+(R; S))The positive inference rule I+(R; S) is a function Rules�Interpretations !Interpretations, de�ned as follows: p(a) 2 I+(R; S) i� 9S 0(S0 � S^S 0 is cost-consistent^p(a) 2 TR(S0)). 2The above de�nition essentially extends the de�nition of TR by allow-ing the use of non-cost-consistent interpretations. We only consider cost-consistent interpretations S 0 for TR, since the monotonic semantics requiresthat aggregation be applied only on cost-consistent interpretations.Example 4.2 Suppose we are given program P consisting of the rule R:r(X; T ):�groupby(q(X; Y;C); [X]; T = sumhCi):and a non-cost-consistent set of facts S = fq(1; a; 3); q(1; a; 5); q(1; b; 4)g.Also suppose that the cost argument of q has a � ordering de�ned by �on the integers. There are many di�erent cost-consistent interpretationsS 0, such that S 0 � S, i.e., S is \better than" S 0. fq(1; a; 3); q(1; b; 4)g andfq(1; a; 5); q(1; b; 4)g are two possibilities. Therefore, the facts r(1; 7) andr(1; 9) (among others) are present in I+(R; S). 2An immediate question is, what about e�ciency? Should we really lookat every possible S 0 such that S 0 � S in order to compute the monotonicsemantics? The answer is no, so long as the rule R is monotonic. In fact itturns out that it su�ces to use only a cost-consistent interpretation that isequivalent (under the � ordering) to S. In terms of the above example, weneed only consider the cost-consistent interpretation fq(1; a; 5); q(1; b; 4)g.To make formal the notion of a cost-consistent interpretation that isequivalent (under the � ordering) to a given (possibly non-cost-consistent)interpretation S, we have the following de�nition.De�nition 4.6 (Reductions and Normal Forms) Given interpreta-tions I and I 0, we say that I 0 is a reduction of I if I 0 is cost-consistent andI 0 � I .Interpretation I 0 is said to be the normal form of I , denoted nf(I), if:(1) I 0 is cost-consistent, and (2) I � I 0 ^ I 0 � I , i.e., I and I 0 are equivalent,under the � ordering. 2It is not hard to show that the normal form of an interpretation is uniqueand always exists.The following de�nition is derived from [?], and is crucial to provinguniqueness of our reformulation of the monotonic semantics.



formulation of the monotonic semantics in terms of \computations", follow-ing the approach of [?, ?]. This formulation imposes few restrictions on theorder in which derivations are made, and it is much easier to reason aboutcorrectness of optimizations using this formulation.4.2.2 A Proof Theoretic Approach to SemanticsOur reformulation is based on a proof-theoretic approach to de�ning seman-tics, described in [?, ?]. The idea behind the technique is to �rst de�ne rulesfor inferring positive information (i.e., which facts are true) and rules forinferring negative information (i.e., which facts are false).A general notion of (bottom-up) computation is then de�ned as a se-quence of derivation steps, where each derivation step uses information aboutwhich facts are true and which facts are false prior to the derivation step,and uses the positive inference rule to derive a new fact and add it to thecollection of true facts. The negative inference rule can then be used todetermine the set of facts that are false after the derivation step.So long as the positive and negative inference rules satisfy some sim-ple monotonicity properties, a program can be assigned a unique semanticsbased on these inference rules, and the notion of \complete" computations,i.e., computations that cannot be extended to derive new facts. This seman-tics can be shown to satisfy important properties such as foundedness [?].To reformulate the monotonic semantics, we need only the positive infer-ence rules. The negative inference rules provide a clean way to extend themonotonic semantics to handle negation. However, for lack of space we donot follow up on the idea in this paper.4.2.3 Positive Inference RulesA positive inference rule is used to deduce what is true, given a set of factsthat have already been deduced to be true.5In the least �xpoint computation of the monotonic semantics, a fact maybe derived in an intermediate iteration, but may not be true in the meaningof the program. In such a case, the meaning of the program will alwayscontain some \better" fact. For example, in the cheapest path program ofExample 4.1, mincost(a; c; 9) is present in T 4CP (;), but is not present in themeaning of CP . However, the \better" fact mincost(a; c; 7) is present.In contrast, the proof-theoretic approach to semantics presented in [?]requires that if a fact is derivable by a positive inference rule at some stage ina computation, it must be derivable using the rule later in the computationas well. The apparent contradiction is resolved if we realize that in the least�xpoint iteration, if an intermediate fact is deleted, a fact that is \better"5In general, a positive inference rule also takes as input a set of facts that have alreadybeen deduced to be false. However, since we do not deal with negation, and only deal withmonotonic aggregation, this set of facts is not important here.



T 2CP (;) = DSfcost(a; b; b; 3); cost(b; c; c; 4); cost(a; c; c; 9)g.T 3CP (;) = DSfcost(a; b; b; 3); cost(b; c; c; 4); cost(a; c; c; 9);mincost(a; b; 3); mincost(b; c; 4);mincost(a; c; 9)g.T 4CP (;) = DSfcost(a; b; b; 3); cost(b; c; c; 4); cost(a; c; c; 9);mincost(a; b; 3); mincost(b; c; 4);mincost(a; c; 9); cost(a; b; c; 7)g.T 5CP (;) = DSfcost(a; b; b; 3); cost(b; c; c; 4); cost(a; c; c; 9);mincost(a; b; 3); mincost(b; c; 4);cost(a; b; c; 7); mincost(a; c; 7)g.T 6CP (;) = T 5CP (;).Hence, T 5CP (;) is the meaning of the cheapest path program on the givendatabase D. Note that the fact mincost(a; c; 9) which is present in T 4CP (;)is not present in the least �xpoint of the program; it has been replaced bythe \better" fact mincost(a; c; 7). 24.2 Monotonic Semantics ReformulatedWe now present a reformulation of the monotonic semantics after motivatingthe reformulation.4.2.1 Why Reformulate the Monotonic Semantics?The least model formulation of the monotonic semantics does not directlylend itself to computation. Although the least �xpoint formulation is amenableto computation, it does not incorporate common query optimizations suchas Semi-Naive evaluation [3] and Magic Sets transformation [?]. The for-mulation is in terms of a sequence of iterations, and if the computation isoptimized in any manner that a�ects the order in which facts are derived(as happens, for instance, with variants of Semi-Naive evaluation, or withquery-directed evaluation techniques, such as Magic Sets), then the set offacts derived over the various iterations could change.It may even be the case that an intermediate fact that was derived usingthe �xpoint on the original program is not derived if the order of derivationschanges, even if the �nal set of facts is the same. For example, if we con-trolled the order of derivations in Example 4.1 to postpone the derivation ofmincost(a; c; 9), we would generate the fact cost(a; b; c; 7) and directly gener-ate mincost(a; c; 7) without ever generating mincost(a; c; 9). The optimiza-tion techniques of [4] would actually perform precisely the above reorderingof the evaluation. It is hard to determine whether such optimizations aresound for cost-consistent monotonic programs.Evaluation optimizations are very important for e�cient query evalua-tion. For example, many common logic programs have an in�nite set offacts in their semantics, but have a �nite set of answers to typical queries.Without query-directed program evaluation, such programs are not of muchpractical use.How then can we apply such optimization techniques to programs un-der the monotonic semantics? We address the problem by presenting a new



De�nition 4.4 (Monotonic Semantics) A cost-consistent set of factsS is said to be a pre-model for a cost-consistent monotonic program P ifTP (S) � S, i.e., S is \better than" TP (S). A pre-model S1 for P is said tobe a least model for P if for all cost-consistent sets Si that are pre-modelsof P , S1 � Si.The monotonic semantics of a cost-consistent monotonic program P isde�ned as the least model of P . The least model can be shown to alwaysexist. 2While the monotonic semantics as we have de�ned applies to a singleprogram component, it is straightforward to extend the results to a multi-component program.4.1.1 Computational De�nition of Monotonic SemanticsIt is not obvious from the de�nition of the monotonic semantics how tocompute it. It is shown in [16] that the least model is equivalent to the least�xpoint of TP , which itself can be computed as follows. De�ne T�+1P (S) =TP (T�P (S)), for successor ordinals �+1, and de�ne T �P (S) = S�<� T�P (S), forlimit ordinals �. Then there is a  (possibly trans�nite) such that T +1P (;) =T P (;), i.e., T P (;) is a �xpoint of TP , and is the least, in the � ordering, ofall �xpoints of TP . Further, the least �xpoint of TP is the same as the leastmodel of P .What the above formulation of the least model provides is a way ofcomputing the monotonic semantics. We start with the empty set, andrepeatedly apply TP until we reach a �xpoint at some (possibly trans�nite)ordinal . If TP is continuous, the �xpoint can be computed in at most !steps. Clearly if  as above is not �nite, the computation will not terminate.Example 4.1 (Cheapest Path Program) Consider the cheapest pathprogram CP below (from Ross and Sagiv [16]) in which we have a databaserelation edge, describing a directed graph with edge costs. A fact of theform edge(s; d; c) represents the information that there is a directed edgefrom source s to destination d with cost c. This information can be used tocompute cheapest directed paths between nodes in the graph. The programhas the following rules:r1 : cost(X;X; Y; C) : � edge(X; Y; C):r2 : cost(X;Z; Y; C) : �mincost(X;Z;C1); edge(Z;Y;C2); C = C1 + C2:r3 :mincost(X; Y; C) : � groupby(cost(X;Z; Y;C1); [X;Y ]; C = minhC1i):Suppose the program also has a set of factsD = fedge(a; b; 3); edge(b; c; 4); edge(a; c; 9)g.The least �xpoint of the program, TCP , can be iteratively computed as fol-lows:TCP (;) = D.



is speci�ed for the cost argument, and a partial order � is de�ned on thedomain s.t. hD;�i is a complete lattice.The partial order on cost arguments is extended to ground facts for thecost predicates as follows: p(a1; c1) � p(a2; c2) i� a1 = a2 and c1 � c2.The ordering is further extended to sets of facts as follows: S1 � S2 i�8s1 2 S1; 9s2 2 S2 s.t. s1 � s2. 2Note that the ordering on sets of facts is not a partial order (since it is notanti-symmetric), but is a pre-order.Recall that the partial order � on domain D is the \better than" re-lation de�ned by the aggregate function applied on the cost argument, formonotonic-replacement operations; if c1 � c2, then c2 is said to be \bet-ter than" c1. For example, let p(X;C) be a predicate with cost argu-ment C, and let the domain D of C be the domain of natural numbers.Suppose � is de�ned as � for this domain. Then p(1; 1) � p(1; 2), andfp(1; 2); p(1; 3)g � fp(1; 4)g;A set of facts S is said to be cost-consistent if there are no two factspi(a; c1) and pi(a; c2) in S, s.t. pi is a cost predicate and c1 6= c2; in otherwords, no two facts in S di�er only on their cost argument. In the aboveexample, the set of facts fp(1; 2); p(1; 3)g is not cost-consistent.De�nition 4.2 (TR and TP ) For a rule R, and a cost-consistent set offacts S, let TR(S) denote the set of facts that can be derived in one stepusing R and S. For a program P = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng, we let TP (S) denoteTR1(S)[ TR2(S)[ : : :[ TRn(S). 2The above de�nition can be made more precise in terms of substitutionsand satisfaction, in the usual fashion. Suppose we are given program P witha cost predicate q and the rules:p(X) : � q(X; Y; C):r(X; T ) : � groupby(q(X; Y;C); [X ]; T = sumhCi):and a set of facts S = fq(1; a; 3); q(1; b; 4)g. Then S is cost-consistent andTP (S) is fp(1); r(1; 7)g.De�nition 4.3 (Monotonicity and Cost Consistency) A program Pis said to be monotonic if, given cost-consistent sets of facts S1 and S2,S1 � S2 ) TP (S1) � TP (S2).A monotonic program P is said to be cost-consistent if, TP (S) is alsocost-consistent. 2We have de�ned the class of programs for which the monotonic semanticsis de�ned, and now we de�ne the semantics itself. In [16] the semantics isactually de�ned in two ways, which are shown to be equivalent. The �rst isa least model approach, and the second is a least �xpoint approach.



groupby body literal. We could use the technique described above for strati-�ed programs, but cannot guarantee that this technique will terminate. Afterintroducing the monotonic semantics (Section 4) we describe a technique toe�ciently evaluate monotonic programs (Section 5); the only update opera-tions we support are insertion and monotonic-replacement. The general caseof e�ciently evaluating arbitrary programs with aggregation is harder andwe do not consider it in this paper.4 Monotonic Semantics RevisitedThe monotonic semantics of Ross and Sagiv [16] provides an intuitive seman-tics for a wide range of programs that have recursion through aggregation,such as the cheapest path program and the company controls program. Themonotonic semantics provides ease of expression for a number of problems,and the semantics is itself natural and easy to understand. Furthermore, ithas a potential for e�cient evaluation, unlike semantics for for more gen-eral classes of unstrati�ed aggregation. The potential was not fully realizedearlier, but the evaluation techniques we present help realize it.In this section, we �rst briey describe the original least model and least�xpoint formulations of the monotonic semantics (Section 4.1). These formu-lations are not amenable to common query optimizations such as Semi-Naiveevaluation [3] and Magic Sets transformation [?]. Hence, in Section 4.2, af-ter motivating the need for a reformulation, we present a reformulation ofthe monotonic semantics in terms of computations, i.e., sequences of deriva-tion steps, following the approach outlined in [?, ?]. This makes the task ofproving correctness of our program optimizations much easier, as outlinedin Section 4.3.4.1 Ross and Sagiv's Monotonic SemanticsWe present the intuition behind the monotonic semantics of [16]. The formalde�nitions may be found in [16]. The monotonic semantics is de�ned for aclass of programs called \cost-consistent monotonic programs", which wede�ne below.Some predicates of a program are de�ned to be cost predicates. Forsuch predicates, one of the arguments is distinguished from the rest, and iscalled a cost argument. We represent such a predicate as pi(X;C), where Cdenotes the cost argument, and X the rest of the arguments. The intuitionis that the cost predicate is used in a groupby literal of the program, wherean aggregate function is applied on the cost argument. For example, thepredicates cv(X;Z; Y;C) and cv1(X; Y; C) in the company controls programof Example 1.1 are cost predicates, and their last arguments (denoted by Cin both cases) are the cost arguments.De�nition 4.1 (The � Ordering) For each cost predicate, a domain D



would be rewritten into the rules:Ri : q(A) : � : : : ; pi(X;S); : : : :ARi : pi(X;S) : � groupby(p(X;Z; Y ); [X]; S = GhY i):where pi is a new predicate. The program is thus partitioned into ruleswithout groupby literals, and aggregation rules with a single groupby bodyliteral. This rewriting simpli�es incremental evaluation.Consider a preprocessed rule of the form of rule ARi above: during theevaluation, we maintain the extent of pi(X;S), and with each tuple in pi,we maintain any additional information that is needed for the incrementalcomputation of the aggregate function G. For example, if G is average, theadditional information would include the values of sum and count.If any updates are performed on relation p, we have to update pi as well.For example, an insertion of fact p(a; b; c) is handled as follows. If thereexists a fact pi(a; ), this fact is updated using the incremental insertionoperation for the aggregate function G. If there does not exist such a fact,a new fact pi(a; s) is created where s = G(fcg). Deletions, replacementsand monotonic-replacements are handled using their respective incrementalupdate operations.3.3 Combining Incremental Aggregation With IncrementalView MaintenanceSeveral techniques have been proposed in the literature for incremental eval-uation of programs without aggregation. For non-recursive programs, exacttechniques are known for both insertion and deletion from relations [?]. Forthe case of recursive programs, insertion is handled by Semi-Naive evalua-tion (e.g., [3]). Deletion is harder, and several solutions have been proposed[?, ?] which may repeat computation, i.e. they may delete a derived factand rederive it during an incremental update.The important point to note is that these techniques are orthogonal to ourtechniques for recomputing aggregates and the two can be used in conjunc-tion. The basic idea is to use techniques for incremental program evaluationon rules other than the aggregation rules in the rewritten program, and useour incremental aggregation techniques on the aggregation rules.Consider �rst the case of strati�ed aggregation. The incremental pro-gram evaluation technique could call the incremental aggregation techniquewith a multiset of updates on the relation used in the groupby body literal.The incremental aggregation technique computes a multiset of updates onthe head predicate of the rule, and returns it. Since aggregation is strati�ed,the updates on the head of the rule do not result in any further updates onthe relation in the groupby literal in the body of the rule. This technique isalso directly applicable for incremental maintenance of SQL views involvingaggregates.Now consider unstrati�ed aggregation. Updates to the head relation ofan aggregation rule could result in further updates to the relation in the



presenting our notation for the use of aggregation in query languages inSection 3.1, we perform a preprocessing step on the program to partitionthe program into rules without aggregation, and rules with aggregation thathave only a single body literal (Section 3.2). Existing incremental evaluationtechniques are used for incremental evaluation of rules without aggregation,and our techniques for incremental computation of aggregate functions areused for rules with aggregation (Section 3.3).Incremental aggregation techniques are also useful for applications suchas implementing triggers involving aggregates, and computing aggregates onsequence data. For example, an algorithm that computes the n-day movingaverage on stock-market quotes could use our techniques to advantage.3.1 NotationSQL provides aggregation in combination with a grouping facility, which isused to partition values into groups and aggregate on the values within eachgroup, as illustrated by the query below.SELECT type, AVG(time)FROM processGROUP-BY typeThe same program can be written in deductive database notation [7] as:p(Type; A):�groupby(process(Type; Id; T ime); [Type];A= averagehTimei):The groupby literal speci�es the relation that should be aggregated upon(process), the attributes of the relation to group on (the arguments enclosedin [ ]), the aggregate function (average) and the multiset of values to applyit on (the Time values within each group).In general, a groupby literal has the following syntax [7]: groupby(p(X;Z; Y ); [X]; S =GhY i), where G is an aggregate function. The tuple of variables X denotesthe group-by attributes. Variables other than S and X are quanti�ed withinthe literal, and are therefore not visible outside the literal. We assume forsimplicity that these variables are distinct from all other variables in therule. The semantics of the literal can be de�ned by a translation to SQLgroupby, and we assume that the reader is familiar with the SQL groupbysemantics. We use the deductive database notation in the rest of the paper.3.2 Implementing Incremental Aggregation For Groupby Lit-eralsIn order to keep our techniques for incremental computation of aggregatefunctions independent of techniques for incremental program evaluation, weperform the following preprocessing on the program. The preprocessed pro-gram is obtained from the original program by moving each groupby literalin the program into a separate rule by itself. For example, a rule of the form:Ri : q(A): � : : : ; groupby(p(X;Z; Y ); [X]; S = GhY i); : : : :



Aggregate Updates Incremental Complexity SpaceAbsolute Relative Requirementmin finsertion, monotonic-replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(log(n)) O(log(n)) O(n)max finsertion, monotonic-replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(log(n)) O(log(n)) O(n)sum finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)product finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)count finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)average finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)variance finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(1) O(1) O(1)median finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(log(n)) O(log(n)) O(n)mode finsertion, deletion, replacementg O(log(n)) O(1) O(n)Table 2: Incremental Cost of Evaluating Aggregatesvalue changes the count of that value by 1. Given a value, the balanced treecan be used to get logarithmic-time access to the pair hvalue; counti. Thepair may move to one of the adjoining nodes, or be placed in a new nodeadjoining its current node, all constant time operations. Hence insertion anddeletion can be done in logarithmic time. The result of this incremental al-gorithm is a pointer to the node containing all the values with the maximumcount.4 Further, the O(log(n)) incremental complexity for each operationcan be shown to be a lower bound, using a reduction from the element dis-jointness problem [?, ?]. This reduction can also be used to show a lowerbound of O(n � log(n)) for computing mode on a multiset of n values. Thisdemonstrates a provably optimal, constant relative incremental complexity,although the absolute incremental complexity is logarithmic.Theorem 2.4 Themode aggregate function is (finsert; delete; replaceg;O(log(n)))incremental. 2Table 2 provides a summary of lower and upper bounds results for up-dates on a variety of aggregate functions.Theorem 2.5 The bounds shown in Table 2 are correct and optimal worst-case bounds. 23 Using Incremental AggregationIn this section we present an overview of our approach for view maintenancefor programs (either SQL views or logic programs) with aggregation. After4Since the number of mode values can be proportional to the size of the multiset, re-turning all the values, instead of just the pointer to the data structure, can have complexityO(n).



An example of an aggregate function that is not de�nable directly us-ing structural recursion, but which can still be computed incrementally isaverage. Average can be evaluated incrementally by computing it as �xi=nfrom incrementally maintained sum (�xi) and count (n). (This point wasalso noted by Dar et al. [?].) Similarly, the variance aggregate function canbe computed as (n�x2i � (�xi)2)=n2, from incrementally maintained �x2i ,�xi and n.3 The standard deviation aggregate function can be computed asthe square-root of the variance.2.4 Other Aggregate FunctionsThe median aggregate function can be incrementally evaluated by main-taining two balanced trees and a variable which holds the median value.One tree (the \left" tree) maintains values less than or equal to the currentmedian, and the other (the \right" tree) maintains values greater than orequal to the current median. When a new value gets added to the mul-tiset, we compare its value with the current median, and add it to one ofthe two trees appropriately. At this point, the \current" median may nolonger be the median of the new multiset. In this case, if the left tree isbigger, its largest element is promoted to be the new median, and the oldmedian is inserted into the right tree. The case when the right tree is biggeris symmetric. Deletion is handled similarly. This gives a time complexityof O(log(n)) for each insert/delete operation. Further, Galil [?] has shownthat the O(log(n)) complexity for each operation is a lower bound, using areduction from sorting a collection of values. The idea behind this reductionis to sort a multiset M of n values as follows. First, add n � 1 copies of�1 to the multiset, and obtain the median; this is the smallest value inM . Then keep adding 2 copies of +1 to the multiset, and each time obtainthe median. The sequence of values obtained is in sorted order. Given acollection of n values, however, the median can be computed in linear time[?].Theorem 2.3 Themedian aggregate function is (finsert; delete; replaceg;O(log(n)))incremental. 2The mode aggregate function �nds all values with the maximum countin a multiset. It can be incrementally evaluated by maintaining two datastructures: (1) a doubly-linked list of nodes, where each node is a set ofhvalue; counti pairs, and (2) a balanced tree of distinct values in the mul-tiset, along with pointers to the corresponding hvalue; counti pair in thedoubly-linked list. All pairs in a given node of the doubly-linked list havethe same count and the list of nodes is sorted by count. Each node (set ofpairs) is itself maintained as a doubly-linked list. Insertion or deletion of a3Alternative formulations of variance may sometimes be preferable for reasons of nu-merical precision.



Aggregate Domain of multiset elements g f dsum Reals and Integers + id �product Non-zero Reals and Non-zero Integers � id =count Any + 1 �Table 1: Invertible Aggregate Functions(in our computational model) on any given values for its arguments, thenit is straightforward to devise an (finsertg; O(1)) incremental algorithm forcomputing structurally recursive aggregate functions, based on the functionsf and g. Examples of such aggregate functions include min;max; sum andcount. For example, the aggregate function count has f(a) = 1 and g(x; y) =x+ y.Theorem 2.1 Every aggregate function de�nable by structural recursion is(finsertg; O(1)) incremental, if f and g can be computed in constant timeon any values for its arguments. 2De�nition 2.6 (Invertible Aggregates) An aggregate function G :M(D)! D0 de�nable by structural recursion is said to be invertible if thereexists a function d : D0�D0 ! D0 such that for all nonempty S; T 2 M(D),G(S) = d(G(S [ T );G(T )). 2An example of an invertible aggregate function is product on the domainof non-zero reals, where f(a) = a, g(a; b) = a � b, and d(p; a) = p=a. Table 1illustrates some invertible aggregate functions, with the associated domainsfor the multiset elements.Theorem 2.2 Every invertible aggregate functionG is (finsert; delete; replaceg;O(1))incremental, if the function d can be computed in constant time on any valuesfor its arguments. 2Some aggregate functions de�nable by structural recursion, such as minandmax, are not invertible. However, these aggregates can be incrementallyevaluated in constant time in the presence of monotonic-replacement. Thiscan be formalized using a ternary \replace" function r; we do not do so herefor lack of space.By providing functions f; g; d and r users can de�ne their own aggregatefunctions, which can be evaluated incrementally. The functions provide adegree of extensibility that generalizes the extensible aggregate functionssupported by LDL [8]; LDL allows users to de�ne aggregate functions byspecifying the f and g functions. For example, a user can de�ne a sum-of-squares aggregate function, using f(x) = x2; g(x; y) = x + y and d(x; y) =x � y, and the system can automatically evaluate it incrementally underinsertions, deletions and replacements.



a sequence of n values, the optimal worst case time complexity of computingthe sum is O(n), and hence such an incremental aggregate algorithm alsohas (finsertg; O(1)) relative incremental complexity.For all aggregate functions G considered in this paper, tG exists and isknown. However, we should repeat the following remark from [?]: \Moretypically, we have a `best known' algorithm, and our [relative incrementalcomplexity] is relative to the complexity of that algorithm."De�nition 2.4 (Incremental Aggregate Function) An aggregate func-tion G is said to be (U;O(h)) incremental if: (1) there is an incrementalaggregate algorithm with (U;O(h)) absolute incremental complexity thatcomputes G, and (2) h(n) is asymptotically less than tG(n). 2The above de�nition includes the requirement that h(n) be asymptoti-cally less than tG(n), since we are interested only in incremental algorithmswhere the cost of computing the aggregate incrementally using the incre-mental algorithm is lower than the cost of computing the aggregate fromscratch using any (possibly non-incremental) algorithm.The space requirement of an incremental aggregate algorithm is the sizeof the part of the input (p, G(p), �p and auxiliary information) that isactually required to compute q0 in De�nition 2.2 above. For example, itmay be possible to compute the new sum from just the old sum and thechange �p, thus giving a constant space requirement. On the other hand,computing the new mode requires storing all of p.2.3 Extensible Incremental AggregationSeveral aggregate functions are de�nable by structural recursion on an as-sociative, commutative binary operator [?]. This class is important for tworeasons. First, this class includes a large number of standard aggregatefunctions such as min;max; sum and count. Second, and perhaps more im-portantly, it provides an extensible way to add new aggregate functions toa database query language.De�nition 2.5 (Aggregate Functions De�nable by Structural Re-cursion) An aggregate function G : M(D) ! D0 is said to be de�n-able using structural recursion if there exist functions f : D ! D0 andg : D0 �D0 ! D0 such that G can be de�ned as follows:G(fag) = f(a); for all a 2 DG(S [ T ) = g(G(S);G(T )); for all nonempty S; T 2 M(D): 2It follows from the above de�nition that g must be both associative andcommutative. If, in addition, f and g can be computed in constant time



reasons ensuring that this is always the case, e.g., if we have a relation withan aggregation function speci�ed on an attribute, the deleted value is fromthat attribute of a deleted tuple. An independent check for existence ofthe value can be performed if updates may be incorrect; however, it wouldrequire maintaining the multiset and would take logarithmic time, whichmay change the incremental cost of the aggregate computation.2.2 Incremental Aggregate FunctionsThe following de�nitions are based on [?, ?].De�nition 2.2 (Incremental Aggregate Algorithm) LetG:M(D)!D0 be an aggregate function, with domain M(D) being the set of probleminputs, and rangeD0 being the set of problem outputs. The size of a probleminstance, i.e., the size of a multiset p 2 M(D), is denoted by n.Let U � finsertion, deletion, replacement, monotonic-replacementg be aset of permitted update types. Let p be an input multiset, �p (of a typein U) be an update on p, and p0 be the result of update �p on p. If, givenas input p, G(p), �p and possibly auxiliary information corresponding to p,algorithm A returns q0 = G(p0), and updates the auxiliary information toincorporate �p, then A is called an incremental aggregate algorithm for G.2 Obviously, any algorithm for computing G can be used in this situationsince the entire input, p and �p, is available to the algorithm. But in manyapplications, small changes in the input cause correspondingly small changesin the output, and it would be more e�cient to compute the new output fromthe old output rather than to recompute the entire output from scratch, andwe are interested in incremental algorithms that do exactly this. We makethe requirement explicit below.We let tG(n) denote the optimal worst-case asymptotic time complexityof computing an aggregate function G (when an optimal algorithm exists)on an input of size n, and let tA(n) denote the worst-case asymptotic timecomplexity of executing algorithm A on an input of size n.De�nition 2.3 (Incremental Complexity) LetG be an aggregate func-tion. Let A be an incremental aggregate algorithm for computing G, givena set U of update types. Let h and r be functions of n, the size of the input.If it can be shown that tA(n) = O(h(n)), then we say thatA has (U;O(h))absolute incremental complexity. If tG exists, and (�ni=1tA(i))=tG(n) isO(r(n)) for some function r, then we say that A has (U;O(r)) relative in-cremental complexity. 2For example, an incremental aggregate algorithm that maintains the sumafter each insertion has (finsertg; O(1)) absolute incremental complexity,since each insertion and recalculation of the sum takes constant time. Given



Informally, incremental computation refers to recomputing some valuewhen the input changes \by a small amount". In our context, the input is amultiset, and we assume that the change in the input is caused by one of thefollowing update operations on multisets: insertion, deletion, replacement,and monotonic-replacement. In all cases, only one element is inserted ordeleted or replaced by an update operation.The �rst three update types are self-explanatory. The last update type,monotonic-replacement, requires a partial ordering � on the domain D to bede�ned by the aggregate function G, such that hD;�i is a complete lattice.We say that c2 is \better than" c1 if c1 � c2. Monotonic replacement is thereplacement of a value c1 2 D in a multiset by another value c2 2 D, suchthat c1 � c2.1For example, in computing cheapest paths in a graph with costs on theedges, the min aggregate function is used; a \better" path here between twovertices is a cheaper path. Hence, the partial ordering for the min aggregatefunction over multisets of reals is given by �, i.e., c1 � c2 i� c1 � c2. Inother words, replacement of a value in a multiset by a smaller value is amonotonic-replacement for the min aggregate function. Recomputing themin value of a multiset is easier if monotonic replacement is performed thanif arbitrary replacement is performed. The partial ordering for the maxaggregate function over multisets of reals is given by �, i.e., replacement ofa value in a multiset by a larger value is a monotonic-replacement for themax aggregate function.Our model of computation is the Random Access Model (RAM), withthe additional assumption that each of the basic arithmetic operations of+;�; � and = and each of the comparison operations of <;�;=;�; > and 6=can be performed in constant time. Thus when we refer to notions of timecomplexity, we are counting the number of basic arithmetic and comparisonoperations needed.We will be focusing particularly on aggregate functions where the prob-lem input is a multiset of integers or reals, and the problem output is aninteger or a real. We do not assume that the domains are �nite, i.e., weassume for the purpose of our lower and upper bounds results that our inte-gers/reals are unbounded.2 As is the case with sorting and other algorithms,if we were to assume a �nite domain, then a number of the complexity boundsmentioned later in this paper could be reduced.Our algorithms as well as the complexity analysis always assume thatupdates are correct, i.e., deletion, replacement and monotonic replacementoccur only on an existing value in the multiset. There are usually semantic1Although replacement and monotonic-replacement can be modeled by the deletionof the old value followed by an insertion of the new value, there are cases where the\incremental" computation of an aggregate function is faster if we realize that the updateis in fact a replacement or a monotonic-replacement, so we treat these cases separately.2Our algorithms do not encode multiple computation steps into a single arithmeticoperation by using unbounded integers.



Example 1.2 (Materialized Non-recursive View) Consider a databasedescribing the performance of some industrial process. The base relationprocess has three arguments: the type of an instance of the process, theidentifier of the process instance, and the time taken to complete the pro-cess instance. To track the performance of the process one may de�ne a viewwith the following SQL-style query:SELECT type, MAX(time), AVG (time), MEDIAN(time)FROM processGROUP-BY typeAs the industrial process proceeds, new tuples may be added to the baserelation process. Additionally, some process tuples may change as time esti-mates become more accurate. Tuples in process may also be deleted as theygo out-of-date. We would like to keep the view up-to-date without havingto recompute the entire view each time the relation process changes; to doso, we need to compute the aggregate functions MAX, AVG and MEDIAN\incrementally" each time the base relation changes.Techniques for computing MAX and AVG incrementally are known (e.g.[?]). We present novel techniques for incremental computation of aggregatefunctions such as MEDIAN and MODE. 22 Incremental Computation of Aggregate Func-tionsIn this section we formalize what it means to incrementally compute anaggregate function. We start by presenting basic de�nitions, and our modelof computation (Section 2.1. We then de�ne notions of incrementality foraggregate functions (Section 2.2). We provide a framework for incrementalcomputation of a large class of aggregate functions which are of a simpleform (Section 2.3). Finally, we provide incremental evaluation techniquesfor several aggregate functions outside this class and provide upper andlower bounds for incremental computation of a variety of common aggregatefunctions (Section 2.4).2.1 Model of ComputationDe�nition 2.1 (Aggregate Function) Let M(D) denote the set of allmultisets on domain D.An aggregate function G is any function whose domain is M(D). 2Note that we do not impose any restrictions on the range of aggregatefunctions. For example, min is an aggregate function fromM(R) to R, andcount is an aggregate function from M(R) to N , where R denotes the realnumbers, and N denotes the non-negative integers.
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0.4 0.4 1/nFigure 1: The owns stock Relation1.1 Motivating ExamplesExample 1.1 (Company Controls Program) Consider the companycontrols example (modi�ed from Mumick et al. [7]) in which we have adatabase relation owns stock with three arguments, describing stock owner-ship. A fact of the form owns stock(c1; c2; n) represents the information thatcompany c1 owns fraction n of the stock of company c2. This informationcan be used to determine whether a company c1 owns controlling interest incompany c2. Intuitively, a company c1 is de�ned to own controlling interestin company c2, if c1 owns (directly or indirectly through an intermediatecompany that c1 controls) more than 50% of the stock of c2.cv(X;X; Y;N) : � owns stock(X; Y;N):cv(X;Z; Y;N) : � controls(X;Z); owns stock(Z; Y;N):cv1(X; Y; S) : � groupby(cv(X;Z; Y;N); [X;Y ]; S = sumhNi):controls(X; Y ) : � cv1(X; Y; S); S > 0:5:The above program can be understood under the monotonic semanticsas follows. The relation cv maintains information about (direct and indirect)stock ownership. A fact of the form cv(X;Z; Y;N) means that company Xhas controlling interest in company Z, which directly owns fraction N ofthe stock of company Y ; hence, X owns fraction N of the stock of Y , viaZ. The relation cv1(Z; Y;N) maintains information about the total fractionN of the stock of company Y owned by company X . A fact of the formcontrols(X; Y ) indicates that this total fraction exceeds 0:5, i.e., companyX is determined to have a controlling interest in company Y .Consider a dataset with the owns stock relation depicted in Figure 1.The dataset is de�ned as follows: owns stock(0; 1; 0:6), owns stock(i; i +1; 0:4); 1� i � n�2, owns stock(0; i; 0:2); 2� i � n�1, owns stock(i; n; 1=2n); 0�i � n � 2 and owns stock(n � 1; n; 1=n). The �xpoint computation of [16]recomputes the relation cv1 each time new facts are added to the relation cv,which would result in a �(n2) total cost for computing cv1. Using our tech-niques of incremental computation of aggregate functions and incrementalevaluation of monotonic programs, the total cost for computing cv1 is onlyO(n). 2



for several aggregate functions outside this class, such as median and mode.We also provide upper and lower bounds for incremental computation of avariety of common aggregate functions.Our second contribution is a novel reformulation of the monotonic se-mantics of [16] (Section 4). The least �xpoint characterization in [16] is verysensitive to the order in which facts are derived. Consequently, using theseformulations, it is very di�cult to show the correctness of program opti-mizations, such as Predicate Semi-Naive evaluation (see, e.g. [11]) and theMagic Sets transformation, that change the order in which facts are derived,resulting in a change in the set of (intermediate) facts that get computed aswell.Our reformulation of the monotonic semantics in terms of computations,following the approach of Beeri et al. [?], does not impose a �xed orderingon the sequence of derivation steps, and has the advantage that it allowscertain reorderings of the derivation steps in a computation without chang-ing the result of the computation, i.e., the meaning of the program. Thereformulation allows for a better understanding of program optimizations,and helps us prove the correctness of the optimizations.Our third contribution is to show how a broad class of programs withaggregate functions can be e�ciently implemented (Sections 3 and 5). Weperform a preprocessing step on the program to partition the program intorules without aggregation, and rules with aggregation that have only a sin-gle body literal. Existing incremental evaluation techniques, e.g., Semi-Naiveevaluation [3], are used for incremental evaluation of rules without aggrega-tion, and our techniques for incremental computation of aggregate functionsare used for rules with aggregation.The above approach provides the �rst technique (to our knowledge) toe�ciently evaluate programs under the monotonic semantics of [16]. It alsoenables the e�cient integration of the incremental evaluation procedure intoexisting deductive database systems that support Semi-Naive evaluation,such as Aditi [?], Coral [13], LDL and LDL++ [8, 1] and Glue-Nail! [9].Our techniques can also be used to improve the e�ciency of algorithmsfor view maintenance of SQL queries with aggregates (e.g., [?, ?]), and acti-vation of triggers involving aggregates.Our �nal contribution is to analyze the behavior of the Magic Sets trans-formation, which is used for focusing the bottom-up evaluation to generateonly facts relevant to a given query (Section 6). We show that under simplerestrictions on the sideways information passing (sip) strategies, the MagicSets transformed programs can be evaluated correctly and e�ciently for left-to-right monotonic programs, a large sub-class of monotonic programs. Thecorrectness proof of the Magic Sets transformation depends crucially uponour semantic reformulation of the monotonic semantics.



strati�cation to ensure that no fact depended on itself through aggregation[10, 15]. However, there are many useful queries that cannot be easily (if atall) expressed using strati�ed programs, and more recent semantics such as[7, 4, 5, 18, 16, ?, ?] have relaxed or removed strati�cation requirements.In particular, the monotonic semantics of Ross and Sagiv [16] providesan intuitive meaning for a large class of programs that are not handled bythe various strati�ed semantics. The semantics is a natural extension of thetraditional least �xpoint semantics and is intuitive and easy to understand.The company controls program from [7], with cyclic stock ownership betweencompanies, and the cheapest path program on a labeled, directed graph withcycles are two such programs. (We discuss the examples in more detail later.)While there has been considerable work on e�ciently evaluating querieson programs with strati�ed aggregation, (see [6, 2, 17, 20, 19, 12], for exam-ple) not much attention has been paid to the problem of e�ciently evaluatingqueries on programs with unstrati�ed aggregation. The monotonic seman-tics covers a wider class of programs than semantics proposed earlier forunstrati�ed aggregation [7, 4] while having much more potential for e�cientevaluation than techniques proposed for more general classes of unstrati�edaggregation [18, ?, ?]. In spite of the potential, no e�cient technique forevaluating monotonic programs was known.In this paper, we present the �rst results (to our knowledge) on the prob-lem of e�cient evaluation of queries on programs with monotonic aggrega-tion [16]. Thus our paper helps realize the potential for e�cient evaluationinherent in the monotonic semantics. Speci�cally, our main contributionsare as follows:1. Results on incremental (re)computation of aggregate functions appliedto a multiset of values, when that multiset is updated (Section 2).2. A semantic reformulation of the monotonic semantics of [16] in termsof computations, following the approach of Beeri et al. [?] (Section 4).3. Results on incremental evaluation of a broad class of programs withaggregation, including SQL programs and monotonic programs withnon-strati�ed aggregation (Sections 3 and 5).4. Results on the behavior of the Magic Sets transformation (see [?, 14],for example) of monotonic programs (Section 6).We now describe each of these contributions in more detail.Our �rst contribution is on the incremental computation of aggregatefunctions (Section 2). We formalize what it means to incrementally com-pute aggregate functions on a multiset across a sequence of updates to themultiset. We present a framework for incremental computation of a largeclass of aggregate functions which are of a simple form; this framework alsoprovides extensibility by allowing user-de�ned aggregate functions to be in-crementally computed. We describe novel incremental evaluation techniques
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